We have found that laminin will polymerize in vitro (57) in a temperature-, time-, and concentration-dependent manner.
Self-assembly is seen to be thermally reversible, and at 35#{176}C a cnitical concentration for aggregation of 0. 1 mg/mI is observed ( Figure   7 ) which is most consistent with a nucleation- based on the rotary shadow data, were imposed (56).
These included
lateral association with a one-fifth dimer length stagger, NC1 globular domains located only on the polygonal vertices, strand thickness limited to 2-3 triple helices, and a ratio of dimeric heads to polygonal side to N-termini of 1 :4:2 in the tessellating geometric unit. The illustrations below reveal three alternative models consistent with the restrictions (56). In row A a proposed sequence of lateral interaction assembly steps is shown for an irregular geometric array. In row B a possible sequence is shown for the formation of a regular hexagonal array, and in row C an assembly sequence is shown for a regular triangle-hexagon array, a variant form. The formation of regular geometric arrays places pairs of free amino termini in exact register to participate in 75" bond formation with another plane of laterally associated complexes, as shown in the next figure. nm cross (57) and can be seen in dimers and larger oligomers in notary shadow replicas ( Figure  9 ). The rotary shadow evidence is further supported by the finding that the P1 protcolytic fragment oflaminin, which lacks the long arm and the globular end regions, will neither self-assemble nor bind intact laminin (57 No specific planar arrangement is followed here and the 7s domains can lie in the same plane as the lateral associations. are positioned outside of the planar arrays, the distance between vertices is 170 nm, and the maximum distance between planes is 150 nm (and could be less due to flexibility near the amino terminus).
(C) Alternative layered triangular-hexagonal array model (28, 56) which permits more than one dimeric NC1 domain to occupy a given vertex and which provides a tighter mesh. . .
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Laminin-Type IV Collagen Interactions
Although some controversy has centered on the issue of this interaction (11), the balance of data appears to favor the existence of a specific interaction between these two proteins (23, 38, 48 
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Discussion
Several issues raised by the models arc considered below. These concern the rules that govern assembly and final structure and the degree to which this information is contained in the BM components themselves, the cause of structural diversity in the face of a or triangle-hexagons (C), as shown in Figure 6 . Laminin binds to collagen at two sites. as discussed, and also self-associates at its globular ends. Heparan sulfate proteoglycan (not shown) may act to non-covalently crosslink laminin to itself and to collagen at the NC1 and collagenous domains.
In the regular geometric model variants, layers are separated by 30 nm (the 75 dimension) and, as drawn, would given collagen and laminin densities of 4.4 x 10-U and BMs, is most obvious in capillary BMs and best studied in the GBM. Not only does the BM act as a molecular sieve on the basis of size and shape but also on the basis of molecular charge (12, 13, 30, 39 
